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Before writing anything about folk art, it is necessary that we first understand the folk. 

The first meaning of the word Lok
i
 is found in the Rigveda. Later the meanings are found 

"three worlds", "fourteen worlds" etc. In the Vedas or scriptures also, the word Lok has 

been used for the following. In the Gita, "Atosmi Loke Veda Cha Prathit Purushottama" 

has also been accepted from the Vedas, the existence of other worlds or folk-shastras. 

The words 'Lok Exception' (folk practice) and 'Lok Janna'
ii
 (folk journey) of Prakrit and 

Apabhramsa also indicate the same meaning. 

In Hindi, Sur, Tulsi and Mira etc. have used the word 'Jan Samaj' for human only. 

lwj & uUn uUnu ds usg esg ftu yksd yhi yksihA 

rqylh & yksdgq osn u vku mikÅ yksd dh osn cMsjksA 

The word Lok is derived from the suffix Dhan from the root 'Lok Darshan' in Sanskrit. In 

Latkar, the form of a word of another man is seen. Hence the word 'Lok' means the seer. 

Therefore, the entire mass community that does this work will be called Lok.
iii

 

Folk art means artistic painting by the common man of a country. In this way, the art 

which is prevalent in the whole society can be called "folk art". The art made by the folk 

is often called by the name of folk underdeveloped or Gawarun or rural art due to 

ignorance. Asit Kumar Haldar, objecting to the use of such a word about folk art, has 

written that "Folk art is such an important form of traditional art which cannot be 

neglected by calling it Gavarun art."
iv

 The city dwells in villages and forest mountains, 

away from the flare, that is why it is seen associated with them. 

So far, the views of Indian and Western scholars have not been united regarding the 

meaning of the word 'Lok'. According to "Dehi Lokam" used in Rigveda, the word Lok 

has been used in the sense of place, but no description of any discriminatory position has 

been available in Brahmanical texts, Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, Samhita etc. By 

rejecting the universal authority of the people, no tradition can keep its existence 

everlasting. That is why the Vedas also carry the people with them. 

The unique method of folk painting of folk art has not only influenced the painting style 

of many eminent painters in the modern era, but has also provided many thematic 

elements to those painters. In this context, the memory of many painters like Yamini 

Roy, Almelkar, Jagdish Swaminathan, etc. comes easily. Each of these painters, 
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influenced by traditional folk art in their work area and environment, developed their own 

style of art and made their mark in the art world. 

In this series, the word Dr. Ram is a well-known name in the coordinated portraiture of 

folk-arts and modern art. Dr. Ram Shabd Singh has lived as close to folk art. Dr. Ram 

Shabd Singh has merged his arts with the folk songs and folk arts of Uttar Pradesh and 

the way he has adjusted the folk genres in the pictures using all the symbols and symbols. 

Definitely appreciated and unique. Effort. The feelings inherent in the songs are easily 

expressed through images and symbols. This experiment can only be done by an artist 

who has assimilated the traditional folk genres of songs and pictures in his personality, 

has lived them. Those paintings have the freshness of the east and the aroma of the soil 

and the melodious music of the folk songs of the state.
v
 

Dr. Ram Shabd Singh, a well-known artist of Saharanpur who has developed his own 

distinctive painting style by experimenting with the folk painting of Uttar Pradesh. He 

was very generous in explaining the various expressions and contexts of the folk painting 

of Eastern Uttar Pradesh, which helped me. I thank him for understanding the subtleties 

and subheadings of folk painting of that region. (Picture) Contribution to Dr. Ram Shabd 

Singh in folk art, in the context of Govardhan Puja, the festival of Godhan Puja is 

celebrated on the second day of Deepawali on Kartik Shukla Paksha Pratipada. It is 

known by different names in different regions. 

Western Uttar Pradesh is an agricultural area, animals play an important role in 

agriculture. Govardhan Puja In the Vraj region, this day is known as Bali Puja, Annakoot 

or Govardhan Puja. Govardhan Puja is performed early in the morning on this day 

starting from Dwapar Yuga after the birth of Lord Shri Krishna, people also know it by 

the name of Annakoot. Gohan (cow) is worshiped in Govardhan Puja. Cow is also said to 

be the form of Goddess Lakshmi. Just as Goddess Lakshmi provides happiness and 

prosperity, in the same way cow mother also provides wealth in the form of health with 

her milk. Govardhan is worshiped on the day of Kartik Shukla Pratipada to show 

reverence to the cow mother and cow is worshiped as its symbol. Hindu religious people 

worship Govardhannath ji by making a picture or idol of cow dung in the fire of the 

house, after which the food is offered to Lord Annakut to please Giriraj God, who is 

considered to be the real deity of Braj. Bathing animals like cows, bulls etc. with flowers, 

garlands, incense, sandalwood etc. 

They are worshipped. After feeding sweets to the cows, their aarti is performed and 

circumambulation is done, making Govardhan mountain from cow dung, worshiping by 

lighting a lamp of water, molly, roli, rice, flowers, ghee and oil, and doing 

circumambulation, making fifty-six bhog and offering it to God. Vidhan is told in 

Bhagwat and accept all the material as Prasad for distribution to his family and friends. 
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Worship Method Story- The tradition of Govardhan Puja is going on since the Dwapar 

era. Before that, Indra was worshiped in Vraj. But Lord Krishna argued to the Gokul 

residents that we do not get any benefit from Indra, it is their job to rain. He does his only 

work, while Govardhan Parvat protects the cow, which also purifies the environment, so 

that Govardhan should be worshiped, not Indra, after this Indra tried to scare him with 

heavy rains, but Shri Krishna touched Govardhan Parvat with his finger. But by lifting it 

saved all the Gokul residents from their wrath. From then onwards, the law of worshiping 

Govardhan started instead of Indra. This tradition continues even today, all the residents 

of Braj remained in the shelter of Govardhan mountain for seven days. Not even a drop 

of rain fell on the people of Braj due to the effect of Sudarshan Chakra. Brahma told 

Indra that Shri Krishna had taken birth on earth. It is not proper to take your enmity with 

them, Shri Krishna was ashamed to know about the incarnation and apologized to Lord 

Shri Krishna. Shri Krishna, keeping Govardhan down on the seventh day, ordered the 

people of Braj to worship Govardhan every year from now on and celebrate the festival 

of Annakoot with gaiety. 

Importance of worship It is believed that the purpose behind Lord Krishna's honor was 

that Brajwasi should understand the importance of cow and environment and protect 

them, even today cows have special importance in our life. It occupies a very important 

place. Yes, today the small hill of Govardhan Braj is important, but where it is known as 

Girija, that is, the king of mountains, it has got this importance or name because it is the 

only permanent and stable remnant of Lord Shri Krishna's time, the Yamuna river of that 

time. But at the original place, it is present in the original place without any change. It is 

also considered as the form and symbol of Lord Krishna. And in this form they are also 

worshiped. If someone is unhappy on this day, it is believed that he will remain unhappy 

throughout the year, so there is a tradition of celebrating this festival by making man 

happy. Animals and food are both related to each other. This is the most important 

festival of this region, people living nearby must reach their villages on this day, sisters 

wait for their brothers on this day. The next day is the festival of Bhaiya Dooj. The 

brother reaches to meet his sister with clothes, food, sweets, fruits, sweets. The message 

of brother's coming is given by distributing fruits, sweets, food and drinks in the 

neighborhood. 

In Eastern Uttar Pradesh, people celebrate the festival of Godhan together. Cleaning the 

land on the bank of a pond and taking a leap with cow dung. People bring fresh cow dung 

from their respective homes. Build a big house out of it. In it, idols of Godhan, Godhani 

and their child are made, together with cow-calf, moon-sun, snake. 

Make scorpions, boat-fish, watchman, dog etc. The girls bring chop-pumps from the 

fields early in the morning. All the women bring bangles, sweets decorated in their 

respective plates and the story of Godhan is told. At the end of each story, he throws 
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thorn-kush's hair on the cow and says, brother die, Baba die. In this way they are cursed, 

in the same way Thakur, Pandit, potter gardener etc. 

ej; iwr Bkdqj gks ftu ftfeu; uk nA 

ej; iwr cHkuks gks ftu iksfFk; uk n A ej;---  

At the end of five or seven stories, placing a baked brick in the middle and crushing it 

with a mouse. It is a symbol of breaking the item of Indra, it is called 'Godhan Kootna'. 

On the way home, women rub their tongues with the bite of the brisket and say 

tsds tsds ge ljkcks vksds vksds ykxS guqer dk cy is the belief which increases the age of the 

brother. In fact, here this festival is held for sister and brother. This is the sentiment in all 

the lyric stories of Godhan. A riddle song of Godhan in which sister saves her brother's 

life from sister-in-law 

dqN twMk dqN QqQrh] dqN lkVh dh ifr 

dqN fn;uk dh ryh esa] rsy tys lkjh jkfr 

The artistic beauty of the unearthed idols made of cow dung in Govar marking is unique. 

Due to the simplicity of the formation of the idols, there are infinite possibilities of 

expansion in it. In it, all the popular genres of folk - statues, songs, stories, riddles etc. are 

used, due to which even today the unique cultural heritage associated with our faith has 

survived. Dr. Ram Shabd Singh ji has made a new experimental picture on Govardhan. 

These depicted religious sentiments through symbolic figures. 
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